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Enlightening Technology….
It has been said of the world today that “the

Dr. Hausman’s presentations are tailored to

only constant is change.”

the individual needs of each client, taking
into account the most recent developments

Building on over thirty years of experience at
the world-renowned National Institutes of

in the relevant subject matter area(s). There
are no “canned” lectures or keynotes.

Health, Dr. Steve Hausman can help you to
comprehend the latest concepts in science

The first step in scheduling a presentation is

and technology by describing innovations in

to contact him to discuss how the goals you

clear and understandable language.

have in mind for the presentation can be
achieved.

Drawing from a vast repertoire of movies,
images and news articles Steve can create

Sample video clips are available on Dr.

presentations that highlight the most recent

Hausman’s website under the Media tab.

developments in nanotechnology, bionics
and human enhancement, 3D printing,
robotics, aging, biometrics, radio frequency

He looks forward to working with you and
your organization.

identification (RFID) and much more….

Steven J. Hausman, Ph.D. / Phone: (301) 610-0495 / Email: steve@hausmantech.com
PO Box 3819 / Gaithersburg / MD / 20885-3819 / www.hausmantech.com

RECENT LECTURE TITLES
• Nanotechnology: The Very Small Looms Very
Large
• Biometrics: The Science of Being You
• The Bionic Human - No Need to Wait
• Emerging Technologies: Where will you be
skating?
• Power Wheels: The History and Future of the
Electric Vehicle
• Aging and the Prospect of a 200 Year
Lifespan
• The Home of the Future is Here Now
• Replacing Humans: The Robotic Revolution
• Make it Yourself: The 3D Printing Revolution
• Home Automation and Zero Energy Houses
• Due Diligence and Emerging Technologies

Dr. Steve Hausman is an exciting speaker
with the ability to explain complex concepts of
emerging technologies to both lay and
professional audiences in an entertaining
style. He founded Hausman Technology
Consulting in 2007 after a 31 year career at
the world-renowned National Institutes of
Health (NIH) in Bethesda, Maryland where he
was a researcher, administrator and senior
executive. He holds a Ph.D. from the
University of Pennsylvania in the field of
transplantation biology. Among his many
honors are the NIH Director’s Award (the
highest NIH award) and the Public Health
Service Exceptional Achievement Award.
Steve’s presentations are clear,
understandable, fast-paced and filled with
images, movies, illustrative quotes and news
articles. His years of experience in science,
technology and ethics enable him to use
concrete examples to engage his audiences.
He is as comfortable presenting keynotes in
large auditoriums as he is speaking to
investment managers in small conference
rooms.

Listen to Steve's interview by Bill Frank at Radio Station KKZZ in Venture California (1400KKZZ.com) on the subject
of nanotechnology, read blog entries and see video clips by clicking the Media tab at www.HausmanTech.com

TESTIMONIALS
• "Your mastery of the information
coupled with the exciting visuals made
this a totally engaging experience..."
• "You opened a door to the future that is
truly exhilarating."
• “My expectations did not even come
close to what you shared with us.”
• You “showed us a glimpse of the future
that will come sooner than later.”
• “Keep doing what you are doing!”
• Your lecture was “presented in a very
interest-catching style by someone that
is truly passionate about what he does!”

